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Atvexa acquires preschool in Sweden
Atvexa has acquired the preschool Montessorihuset in Saltsjö-Boo outside of Stockholm with 85 
places on the first of July.

The preschool will be part of Atvexas subsidiary Unike.

"We are excited to welcome this well operated preschool with a high focus on quality to our group. Their culture 
and values are aligned with ours and they are equally passionate to create the best conditions for children to 
grow as we are" says , Group CEO of Atvexa AB (publ).Johan Kyllerman

“Atvexa's philosophy to attract founders and schools with a variety of concepts continues to be successful. This 
specific preschool will contribute to our diversity and its team members will benefit from all the advantages it 
brings to be part of a larger group, such as leadership development and networking events. "The fact that we 
continue to attract well run preschools shows that our acquisition strategy works well" says . Johan Kyllerman

For more information please contact:

Johan Kyllerman, CEO
Phone: +46 707 81 10 10
E-mail: johan.kyllerman@atvexa.se

Veronica Hallengren, CFO
Phone: +46 760 95 35 83
E-mail: veronica.hallengren@atvexa.se

About Us

Atvexa is a long-term owner of preschools and schools. We are one of the leading players in the educational 
market in Sweden, have a strong position in the preschool market in Norway and run a small preschool 
organisation in Germany. We are driven by a strong belief that our values; diversity, long-term perspective, 
openness and curiosity are important for creating the best conditions for children and pupils to develop and that 
there should be preschools and schools with different pedagogical orientations and working methods so that all 
children and pupils can find the right learning environment.

The Atvexa Group has shown approximately 30 percent average growth with profitability and quality since the 
start in 2009. Operations are conducted in Mälardalen, Västra Götaland and southern Sweden, large parts of 
Norway and northern Germany. Atvexa owns 20 independent subsidiaries that have strong positions in their 
respective local markets. The activities include a total of 148 preschools, 35 schools, a special school and 
approximately 3,890 employees and 16,200 children and pupils.

Atvexa AB is publicly listed on Nasdaq Stockholm.
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